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The failure, if failure it was, is only in how your father’s dream
of a happy, useful community was carried out. The failure was
not in your father’s dream.

Whelan, Fruitltt ands, 2002, p. 116

America has no empire to extend or utopia to establish. We
wish for others only what we wish for ourselves — safety from
violence, the rewards of liberty, and the hope for a better life.

George W. Bush, at 2002 Graduation Exercise of the United
States Military Academy, West Point, New York 1 June 2002

The changing global politics we pointed to in Chapter 1 call for a thor-
ough examination of the rhetoric of utopian imaginings and specula-
tions in children’s texts, and of the ways in which these texts participate
in what Ruth Levitas has termed ‘the education of desire’ (1990, pp. 7–8),
especially in so far as they mediate ways of regarding the world and offer
shape to children’s anxieties and aspirations. In this chapter, therefore,
we will consider the variety of themes and narrative forms in which
the concept of ‘new world orders’ and ‘transformative utopianism’ are
brought into conjuncture. Representations of utopian societies are virtu-
ally non-existent in children’s literature, where such representations
swiftly disclose themselves as critical utopias (rejecting utopia as blue-
print while preserving it as dream — see Moylan, 1986, p. 10). Gloria
Whelan’s Fruitlatt nds (2002) or William Nicholson’s The Wind Singn egg r
(2000) are notable examples of narratives in which communities ordered
and orchestrated ostensibly for the good of all members are revealed,
through the perceptions of young enquiring minds, to be repressive
patriarchies organised to serve the self-interests of those in control.
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Whatmakes the depiction of utopia problematic in fiction for younger
readers is its need to engage with the concerns that both authors and
critics concur are the dominant problems and concerns of adolescence.
The common node is the production of subjectivities: adolescent fiction
is pivotally preoccupied with the formation of subjectivity — that is, the
development of notions of selfhood. Fictions are typically concerned
with existential questions like: who am I, why am I here, where am I
going, and what does it all mean? They construct narratives of personal
growth or maturation, stories about relationships between the self
and others and between individuals and society. And in their preoc-
cupation with personal growth, maturation, and the development of
concepts of selfhood, adolescent novels frequently reflect complex ideas
about subjectivity — or selfhood — in terms of personal concerns,
intrafamily concerns, and interpersonal concerns (see McCallum, 2006,
p. 217). A child protagonist is bound to rebel against the high level
of conformity demanded by a utopian society. The imbrication of
unfolding story events with narratives of growth thus shapes any quasi-
utopian closures such narratives may aspire to, and subjectivity may
be narrowly conceived as a point of destination rather than a constant
process of self-production. Where some narratives may exploit the
subject’s alienation from society by exploring the competing desires
between the child/adolescent protagonist and the utopian project,
others might appear to offer transformed subjectivities but in effect
redescribe desire so that it conforms to existing socio-cultural codes and
modes of expression.

Further, while it is plausible to distinguish between utopia and
dystopia as distinct adult genres, the dialogue between children’s texts
and new world orders is conducted by means of the genres which
prevail in childhood texts and cultures, within which, as we argued in
Chapter 1, utopia or dystopia appear rather as tropes, modes, themes, or
settings than as genres. During the Cold War era, the interest of authors
of children’s literature in the capacity of human beings to transform
the world was dominated by dystopian ‘disaster’ narratives, but by the
end of the twentieth century the field had expanded to include narrat-
ives reflecting the different assumptions about the world following the
enormous geo-political shifts set in train at the end of the 1980s. Chil-
dren’s literature now often functions with a sharpened awareness thaff t
literature and society are interpreted, if not shaped, by major concepts
in cultural theory, some of which deeply challenge the liberal humanist
assumptions which underpinned children’s literature during the Cold
War. An attempt to find narrative modes with which to address these
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concepts has led to a substantial increase in a self-conscious and critical
deployment of utopian themes and motifs, along with the obvious and
predictable shift in the represented dystopias of disaster fiction to a focus
on environmental crisis and ecological collapse.

The end of the Cold War thus marked a sharp turning point in the
representation of dystopias in children’s literature, because the most
overt form of dystopia, the post-disaster narrative depicting a world
devastated by nuclear warfare (see Stephens, 1992b), abruptly became
passé. This essentially Cold War formula can be attributed to the mutual
assured destruction (MAD) doctrine articulated in the 1960s, and thence
was introduced to children’s literature in the later part of the decade by
John Christopher’s trilogy, The Tripods (1967–1968). While other forms
of catastrophe underpinned end-of-the-world scenarios in both adult
and children’s literatures, the idea that a nuclear war would produce
such a disastrous radioactive fallout that the world would subsequently
sustain little or no human life constituted the dominant catalyst for
the imagined disaster for about two decades of children’s literature. The
shift in the 1990s to other catalysts — extreme environmental degrada-
tion caused by self-serving capitalism, as in Louise Lawrence’s politically
charged ThTT e Disinherited (1994),1 or a disease pandemic, as in Jean Ure’s
Come Lucky April (1992; a.k.a. After tff htt e Plague) — can be seen as a direct
consequence of the effective disappearance of the MAD doctrine from
public discourse (even though it still exists today as military policy, and
attempts to develop more feasible versions of it remain the Pentagon’s
largest budget item).

Because its settings are inevitably somewhere in the future, post-
disaster fiction has consistently depicted the present as history and uses
this temporal relationship as a strategy to foreground dystopian tend-
encies in present societies: overt examples are the history classroom
essays and the staged debates about the meaning of the past in Come
Lucky April; the use of artefacts familiar in our culture, such as mobile
phones, as personal ornaments in the steampunk society of Reeve’s
A Darklingn Plain; or, in the same novel, the activating of the ancient
‘Orbital Defence Initiative (ODIN)’, in an allusion to various US so-called
‘star wars’ defence schemes of the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries.2

One of the obvious challenges posed by such constructed historical
perspectives, then, is to suggest that the ideological systems of the past
(i.e. our present) have lost their explanatory force — in terms of their
social (including gender), political, ethical, and religious institutions
and practices. But is it all of these, just some of them, or a different
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configuration? A strength of Come Lucky April is that it calls them all
into question, even if it has no ready alternatives to offer; this is also
partly why it plays with a conventional ending which most post-disaster
novels are apt to employ (including Ure’s own Plague 99) — ‘boy-and-girl
on their way to a new, utopian beginning’. The structure informing this
type of ending, through which personal outcomes can stand for larger
political outcomes, often underpins the texts we examine in this study
because of their dependence on narratives of personal development or
because books for younger readers see the parallel as a constructive
metonymic substitution. Come Lucky April pulls back from that substi-
tution when April is given the opportunity to go away with Daniel, but
chooses the harder route and higher moral action in deciding to stay
in order to try to change her dystopian community. A question raised
by such an ending is whether unexpected directions in the close are
more generally used in ‘new world order’ interrogations to destabilise
teleologies.

New directions in post-disaster narratives

The newly dominant emphases on ecology and biology are likely to
have a longer life span than nuclear holocaust narratives. The pandemic
scenario gains plausibility from recent experience: the twenty-first
century has already endured two potential pandemics — first, the major
epidemic of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2002–2003,
which gave us future-dystopian images off f the citizens of large cities
wearing protective face masks; and second, recurrent outbreaks of Avian
flu H5N1 in the decade since 1997, and the propensity of the virus
to mutate, prompts medical scientists to suggest that a pandemic will
occur whenever the virus mutates into a form which can be trans-
mitted from one human to another. The result may be far more deaths
than the millions caused by the ‘Spanish flu’ pandemic of 1918. Such
a prospect is not directly attributable to the global changes of the late
1980s, but can be linked with globalisation in terms of world travel and
the roles which fiction might attribute to multinational pharmaceutical
companies. The way has been recently marked out in adult fiction by
ThTT e Constant Gardrr ener (2004), John Le Carré’s brilliant exploration of
the dark side of capitalism within the new world order — specifically,
the complicity of the international pharmaceutical industry in African
illness and poverty.

Ecological issues are even more acutely evident, in that even though
there are recently some signs that major world powers are preparing to
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become more proactive on environmental issues and hence to begin to
confront the economic demands of rampant capitalism, there is little
prospect of reversing ecological damage within present lifetimes. Indeed,
the Report released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
on 2 February 2007 (Working Group I: scientific aspects of the climate
system and climate change) concluded that global warming and rises in
sea levels would continue for centuries, because the process has already
begun. In that changes to human practice implemented now will have
little or no impact in current lifetimes, and politicians will before long
begin to talk down the present sense of urgency, it will be imperative
that futuristic scenarios keep reminding audiences that they are respons-
ible for the future. Post-disaster fiction already incorporates a significant
focus on the human causes of future calamities, and this will necessarily
continue. Lawrence’s The Disinherited, for example, is a projection, from
a particular perspective, of the social impact of the economic policies
of Britain’s Government under Margaret Thatcher (social reforms which
favoured the middle class over the working class; the decline of heavy
industry; the destruction of mining communities). By the end of the
decade, with the British economy flourishing, such projections seemed
wide off the mark, but have been reasserted as a characteristic of post-
Cold War globalisation in one of the most significant explorations of
dystopian themes published in the early twenty-first century — Philip
Reeve’s account of a world ravaged by ‘municipal Darwinism’ in the
Hungry CHH ititt es tetralogy (2001–2006). Municipal Darwinism, elevated to a
necessary ideology with quasi-religious status, is embodied in A Darklrr ingn
Plain (2006) by the predatory Wolf Kobold, whose icon is ‘an eight-
armed image of the Thatcher, all-devouring goddess of unfettered Muni-
cipal Darwinism’ (p. 153). Wolf defines his creed as follows:

As soon as you start helping others, or relying on others to help
you, you give away your own freedom. They [the big cities] have
forgotten the simple, beautiful act which should lie at the heart off f
our civilization: a great city chasing and eating a lesser one. That is
Municipal Darwinism. A perfect expression of the true nature of the
world; that the fittest survive.

(p. 155)

Using an eclectic, postmodern and often very comedicmode, Reeve links
much of the action of his story to a military and ideological struggle
between the dystopian capitalism of the traction cities and the dysto-
pian deep ecology of the Green Storm, an Asian federation devoted not
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just to keeping the traction cities out of their central Asian stronghold
but also to making the world green again. Frequent references to arte-
facts from the past (a version of ‘our’ present) underline the extent to
which Reeve is hybridising the genre by exploiting the frequent overlap
between post-disaster narratives and other post-apocalyptic narratives
dealing with dystopian societies eking out an existence on a ruined
Earth (e.g., the metonymic function of rubbish dumps as settings, as in,
among others, Melvin Burgess’s The Baby and Fly Pie (1992)). The West–
East conflict which constitutes the global setting for Reeve’s tetralogy is
traced to ‘The Sixty Minute War’ fought between the American Empire
and Greater China, which left both countries uninhabitable. Intertex-
tually, it glances in two directions. First, it evokes the MutuMM al Assured
Destrtt uction doctrine of the Cold War era, and especially Ronald Regan’s
1983 ‘Strategic Defense Initiative’ — the space-based, missile defence
program popularly known as ‘Star Wars’ which threatened to destroy
the delicate balance ofMAD. Second, the grounding of Reeve’s imagined
West–East conflict in deep ideological and cultural differences points
once more to the ‘Clash of Civilisations’ doctrine, of which the tetralogy
is deeply sceptical.

Agency, society and new world orders

Both thematically and structurally, children’s texts seek ways to engage
with such major ideas and explore their impact upon individual
subjectivities. Tom Moylan (1986, p. 11) has argued that by the 1970s
critical utopian texts had embraced opposition to ‘the emerging system
of transnational corporations and post-industrial production and ideo-
logical structures,’ that they reflected a radical politics focused on
‘autonomy and justice for humanity and nature,’ and that they were
infused with ‘the politics off f autonomy, democratic socialism, ecology,
and especially feminism.’ Two decades after Moylan made these obser-
vations, the position he then identified resonates strongly with the
transformative utopianism informing texts for children and young
adults, and with the versions of subjectivity which validate that position.
A transformative utopian vision will challenge hegemonic structures
of political power and totalising ideologies by revealing the ways in
which human needs and agency are restrained by existing institutional,
social, and cultural arrangements. (We are hence using agenca yc here in
the broad sense that discourse may represent action that transcends its
material context; that is, an individual psyche may be attributed with
a capacity for either self-alteration or remaking the world in contrast
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to society’s propensity to represent itself as always already instituted,
thereby denying the possibility of creative action to individuals.) A trans-
formative utopian vision will explore a character’s human aspirations to
gain the agency which might make it possible to attain his or her desires,
and seek to define some notion of optimal practice in terms of social
formations, gender relations, and economic and ecological sustainab-
ility. Finally, a transformative utopian fiction will build in some notion
of attainability. In books for younger readers this might take the form
of simple optimism, or it might fall back on some sense of a human-
istic propensity towards goodness and other-regardingness even within
a permanently flawed world, as underlies Reeve’s tetralogy and a range
of works such as Ure’s Come Lucky April (1992) or Nicholson’s The Wind
Singer (2000), and realist narratives such as Norma Howe’s zany TheTT
Adventures of Blue Avenger (1999), Joan Bauer’s Rules of the Road (1998),
or M. T. Anderson’s Burgrr er Wusgg s (1999).

A dominant preoccupation of much adolescent fiction is with how
notions of identity are formed within specific contexts and shaped by
larger social structures and processes. Thus, the school, peer group,
family, and various cultural institutions frequently have important
metonymic functions within adolescentff fictions. Any one individual
will typically occupy various subject positions within society; these are
determined by gender, age, class, ethnicity, and so on. And these various
positionings shape an individual’s sense of identity, though often in
contradictory ways. An issue that recurs across a wide cross-section of
the texts we discuss in this book is the question of how far human
beings are responsible for their own actions, and in what ways they
might be deprived of this responsibility, and this issue is deeply imbric-
ated with representations of utopia and dystopia as contrastive systems
of surveillance and control. An imagined utopia is grounded in the
idea of a world different from the world of everyday experience; this
different world answers to a desire for a better life, but is perhaps only
possible as the ending of a narrative, as in, say, Monica Hughes’s TheTT
Othtt er Place (1999) or Reeve’s A Darklrr ingn Plain. Texts which begin in a
putative utopian setting — Whelan’s Fruitltt ands or Nicholson’s The Wind
Singn egg r, for example — are rather about the erosion or shattering of ther
‘dream of a happy, useful community’, as the epigraph to this chapter
phrases it.

Fruitltt ands, a historical fiction about 11-year-old Louisa May Alcott’s
experiences of a would-be utopian community, is of particular interest
not only because it is one of three historical fictions on this topic
published between 2000 and 2002 (see Mills, 2005) but also because it
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exemplifies how a recent utopian/dystopian narrative about the past can
implicitly reflect post-Cold War attitudes. Claudia Mills postulates that
interest in the story could be prompted by ‘the general boom in spinoffs
on literary classics’ or an urge ‘to revisit the idealism of an earlier time’
in reaction to ‘recent financial and political scandals’ (p. 257), although
she concludes that the answer is probably ‘simply… fascination with
the subject’. Indeed, the sense of a crisis in political morality was already
widespread in the United States in the 1970s, so it seems difficult to
attribute an interest in a nineteenth-century utopian movement to this
cause. We would prefer to put the question in a different way, and ask
how the representation of the story is impacted upon — in production
and reception — by how notions of new world orders had evolved over
the previous ten years or so. Fruitlands is overtly about a failed utopia, an
attempt to realise one of the recurrent metaphors of American political
and social rhetoric, the city built on a hill:3

All I see is a large old house on a hill with acres of woods and meadow
…Father sees what the future will bring…As he stood there telling
us of his dream for Fruitlands, I was sure that others hearing of our
way of life will be eager to join us. We shall build cottages for them
on the hill.

(pp. 8–9)

Whelan’s strategy in this novel is to tell her story by juxtaposing entries
from the two diaries Louisa keeps: one (as cited above) to be read by
her parents, the other, private diary, to be used to express her more
acerbic view of the utopian experiment. The utopian theme is thus
explored in a mode common in children’s literature since the late 1980s,
a dialogue between first person narrators in which events or incidents
may be narrated twice and hence an interrogative mode established by
contrasting points of view. Because Louisa is (self-)presented as fallible,
impulsive, and often thoughtless, the doubled perspective highlights
the potential or actual fallibility of the narration, and hence constitutes
a dialogue between ideals and actualities.

The failed utopia implicitly connects with the idea, and possible
exhaustion of the idea, of American exceptionalism (see Kammen, 1993),
which is always evoked by the ‘city on a hill’ metaphor. The concept
also contributes to anti-American sentiments elsewhere in the world,
and it is no accident that two of the most significant of recent futuristiff c
dystopian narratives in young adult (YA) fiction — Reeve’s Hungry Cities
tetralogy and Jan Mark’s brilliant Useful Idiotff stt (2004) — both envisage
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the erasure of the United States as a world power: as an uninhabited
wasteland (‘the Dead Continent’) in Reeve (Predator’s Go’ ld(( , p. 8); as
fragmented into ‘dozens of dissociated states’ in Mark (2004, p. 191).
As the dialogical structure of Fruitltt ands unfolds the difference between
ideals and everyday failures, it both looks back to an earlier, ideal-
istic version of American exceptionalism and enacts its limitations:
Fruitlands/America offers hope for humanity, grounded in comity — a
balance of community and individual interests governed by personal
and economic freedom. Its strengths — and weaknesses — are its
geographical isolation, and the strong religious influence which affirms
its moral superiority. Fruitlands fails, however, because it is a patriarchal,
authoritarian community: this is indicated by the official diary’s record
of the steady departure (or expulsion) of community members, which
Louisa attributes to the overbearingness of their leaders, Charles Lane
and her father.

Individuality and conformity

Fruitltt ands exemplifies one of the key tensions in new world order narrat-
ives, the tension between individual subject position and the ideology
of a society built on surveillance, conformity, and repression. Some of
the central concerns of children’s and YA literature are embodied here,
and the extent to which they are endemic concerns can be seen from
a comparison with a very different work, Jan Mark’s Usefuff l IdII iotstt . Both
novels express a familiar bundle of personal concerns. In Fruitlatt nds,
Louisa shows concern about the body, especially her appearance in the
clothes designed by Charles Lane (which, she suggests, reveal that he is
a misogynist); she has a deep need to have and maintain a private space,
a desire both recorded in and embodied by her secret diary; and she
demonstrates a regard for justice both in immediate family relationships
and in the wider social world of the Fruitlands community — her diaries
record a sequence of events in which she challenges Mr Lane’s authority
and is accordingly chastised. The novel’s opening sentence, ‘We are all
going to be made perfect’ (2002, p. 3), offers an instant meeting of
utopianism and identity politics: if subjectivity is culturally constructed,
performative, incomplete, always in process, always fragmentary, and
transitional, a would-be utopian community can be expected to channel
subjective becoming within narrow parameters — being ‘made perfect’
presupposes a particular concept of perfection.

Whelan has used the idea of Louisa’s secret diary to problematise
utopian subjectivity. By the second entry, Louisa already articulates two
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sources of tension: first, a tension between community participation
and the desire ‘to hide away and just be myself’ (p. 11); second, a
tension between essential subjectivity and the intersubjectively formed
self (‘Being with other people nudges me first one way and then another
until I hardly recognise myself’ [pp. 11–12]). These tensions between
a self and the expectations of the utopian community which seeks to
shape that self in specific ways are, not unsurprisingly, similar to the
tensions experienced by a subject in a futuristic dystopian society. In
principle, conceptions of the subject are a key marker of difference
between utopia and dystopia, but representations of that difference will
pivot qualitatively on the capacity of the representation to enable a
sense of subjective agency.

Increasingly, societies in the twenty-first century are consenting to
higher levels of pervasive surveillance, now also as a component of the
‘war against terrorism’. Surveillance is already an issue in contemporary
fiction,4 since it may be deemed an intrusion of privacy, a direct limita-
tion of agency and even a breach of civil liberties, but interest in it can
be expected to intensifyff further. In a utopian society, off f course, surveil-
lance would not be a threat because no one would need to conceal an
action, although such an assumption presupposes that the social struc-
ture is moral and just, and challenges to its precepts are redundant.
Foucault argued in his discussion of the concept of a panopticon that
a major effect of surveillance is to induce ‘a state of conscious and
permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power’
such that the subjects themselves become the bearers of surveillance
(see Foucault, 1995, pp. 195–228).5 Unlike modern surveillance, which
is predominantly electronic, surveillance is evident in Fruitlatt nds in ways
reminiscent of a Foucauldian reading: members of the community have
limited private space; Louisa’s official diary is subject to parental perusal,
so while she declares in her first entry that ‘Father says that a journal
is the way to come to know yourself, and it is only by knowing your-
self that you are free to become yourself’ (p. 5), that self is masked
and effectively mendacious; William, the son of Charles Lane, reports
to his father on the other children’s behaviour; and Louisa struggles
between the interiorised values of the community and her own impulses
and inclinations. Tellingly, an entry in her secret diary for 2 July 1843
begins, Father was rigi ht! I need others togg guide mgg e (p. 30), and goes on
to recount how, during a solitary ramble, she accepted forbidden food
(cake) from a neighbouring farm. Few readers will fault her for this, or
for the parallel entry in the official diary which implies merit rather than
blame ‘I took a long walk this afternoon by myself. When I returned,
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I made hollyhock dolls for Abby May’ (p. 30), and the perspective of a
modern, more individualistic society will readily identify theff fallibility,
self-interest, and misogyny of the community’s patriarchal leaders as a
factor in the failure of the utopian experiment.

In the futuristic world off f Usefuff l IdII iots, attenuated subjectivities are the
consequence of biological homogenisation and dystopian surveillance.
The novel’s dystopian setting, in 2255 CE, is posited on a new world
order whereby geological and political changes have largely erased the
British Isles as an independent entity. First, a substantial rise in sea
level which has drowned some of Europe’s major cities (‘St Petersburg,
Venice, London, Stockholm’ [p. 185]) has reduced the former United
Kingdom to a small island group now named ‘the Rhine Delta Islands’.
Second, the European Union has become a monolith resolutely opposed
to any ethnic or national distinctions. Third, the Union has used genetic
engineering and medical intervention to produce an utterly homo-
genous European race. Authorities are consequently deeply hostile to
historical studies, especially archaeology, which seem to be too inter-
ested in ethnic differences. The metanarrative, however, valorises local,
cultural distinctiveness, in so far as the identity politics of the novel
revolve around a young archaeologist’s contacts with a small popu-
lation of Aboriginal people, known as the ‘Inglish’, who live on a
self-governing reservation. Like much dystopian fiction, the transform-
ative impulse here lies in a conservative perspective on cultural change:
acknowledging that subjectivity is culturally produced, the narrative
privileges the local and the distinctive over the global and homogen-
ised. Thus the principal character, Merrick Korda, whose grandparents
were Inglish who had chosen to assimilate, is entirely nondescript: that
nobody seems to recognise him functions as a metonym for the erasure
of subjectivity.

Usefuff l IdII iotstt employs a narrative strategy that has been widely used in
children’s and adolescent fiction for at least the last half century — a
third person narration which restricts knowledge of events and motiva-
tions to whatever a single character focaliser (the principal character) is
able to discover or understand. Character development is thus determ-
ined by the character’s cognitive processing of his or her experiences.
The notion of a ‘useful idiot’ is pertinent here, because it pivots on a gap
between ideology and political actualities,6 and impacts significantly
on the question of agency — can a person have subjective agency if
her/his actions are deluded and result in a negative consequence? The
impact of a dystopian society upon such characters is then perceived as
a mixture of practices that are internalised without question until the
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characters find themselves in conflict with society and thus needing to
rethink social values. Surveillance again offers a good example. When
Merrick is taken to the Inglish village and left at the mayor’s house, he is
surprised that the house is unlocked and appears to lack any surveillance
system:

Half-consciously he examined the door frame, the masonry surroun-
ding it, the little overhanging brow of a porch, but he could find no
evidence of surveillance. Either they really did have none or it was
so sophisticated that it surpassed anything he had ever encountered.

It was not a subject to which he had ever given much thought until
now, when he was so conscious of its absence … Aboriginals on their
own land were free to conduct their own affairs in their own way. If
they chose to exist without centralized surveillance then they were
presumably free to do that too. But what had they paid for that
choice; had they all chosen?

(p. 159)

The representation of Merrick’s cognitive processes here demands close
reader attention. There are some obvious cues that he is doing some-
thing unaccustomed, but which is connected with naturalised mental
assumptions — half-consciousff ly; not a subject to wb hich he had ever given
much thtt oughtu — and this might alert readers to two key elements of
the passage. First, the contrast between what is there and not there
foregrounds the distinctive, archaic architecture of the cottage, which
Merrick, having by this point got over his surprise at these buildings,
is now beginning to assimilate. Readers, of course, recognise the style
as a form of everydayness. Second, Merrick assumes that centralised
surveillance is a cultural norm and that to repudiate it and thus have
‘no record of who goes in and out’ (p. 157) must put a society at some
indeterminate risk. His assumption is, to an extent, shocking, because it
simultaneously reverses what twenty-first century readers assume is the
norm — that consensual surveillance may be a necessary evil — and
compels readers to reflect on the extent to which they, like Merrick, take
surveillance for granted.7 The strongly evident individual differences
of the Inglish are thus only superficially attributable to their rejection
of twenty-third century genetic engineering, but more deeply laid in
conservation of culture. In restricting the dissemination of the inform-
ation technology which underpins and constitutes surveillance, they
are asserting nationalism, for, as Frederick Buell contends, ‘information
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technology has been one of the most exuberant sites for reconstruction
of an official national culture for postnational circumstances’ (1998,
p. 565; and see Chapter 3, for further discussion). Briease, the Inglish
village, is not a utopia, however — it is a version of a world with which
readers are familiar, after all. It is, however, the place in which Merrick
suffers the deepest betrayal in his quest to prove a dark history of exploit-
ation of the Inglish.

Strangers in a strange land: strategies of defamiliarisationff

In sending her principal character from the dystopian new world of
twenty-third century Europe into an isolated village, almost inaccess-
ible to outsiders, where many twentieth-century cultural practices had
been preserved, Mark drew upon a common strategy of utopian fictions,
whereby a stranger from another society (usually a version of ‘ours’)
visits a utopian society and then his or her discoveries about it and
reactions to it are recorded. The form — essentially a defamiliarisation
strategy — is used in many children’s texts, although Mark has used
a variant in which the traveller visits a version of the everyday world
familiar to readers. A comparably effective use of the strategy occurs
in the Doctor WhoWW episode ‘The Rise of the Cybermen’ (Doctor WhoWW(( ,
Second Series, 2006), in which The Doctor and his companions find
themselves in the London of a parallel universe, where whole popula-
tions are controlled through EarPods (small devices attached to the ear,
whose sinister function is masked by the mass of data, including jokes,
fed through them, and their propensity to become a fashion accessory).
This ‘other’ London is a nightmare version of Earth’s possible new world
order.

The chief effect of the ‘stranger in a strange land’ strategy as realised in
Usefuff l IdII iotstt is that the dialogic relationship between contrasting social
formations highlights the possibility that contemporary society already
has dystopian propensities, and that a new world order which might
develop from it may be a dystopia masked as a utopia. The outcome is a
‘critical dystopia’, an alternative society worse than the one we know but
which contains some possibility of transformation into a better society,
or at least contains some possibility of escape for the principal charac-
ters. A critical dystopia ‘self-reflexively takes on the present system and
offers not only astute critiques of the order of things but also explora-
tions of the oppositional spaces and possibilities from which the next
round of political activism can derive imaginative sustenance and inspir-
ation’ (Moylan, 2000, p. xv). In Usefuff l IdII iotstt transformation, escape, and
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oppositional space lie in a recuperation of the past, not in a repudiation
of the past nor in a resistance to change. Thus at the otherwise bleak
ending of the novel, Merrick is depicted walking out of the fens both
cured of ‘trust’ and singing an old nonsense ballad, NottNN att mun Town,8

which has somehowwelled up from his memory— one of several ‘scraps
of fragments, songs, Inglish songs, long suppressed’ (p. 396) rising up
from his childhood contact with Inglish grandparents or from a deeper
racial memory. Angry, puzzled, a little bemused, no longer a useful idiotff ,
he returns to his society now as an interrogative subject and with a sense
of the past as felt experience.
Both ‘the stranger in a strange land’ narrative strategy and formal

dialogic structure are used to particular effect in Jean Ure’s Come Lucky
April (1992) and Peter Dickinson’s Shadow of a Herorr (1994). Come Lucky
ApriA l depicts two communities which have evolved in isolation after the
eradication of most humans through a mysterious plague. On the one
hand, there is a strictly matriarchal society in Croydon, once a borough
inOuter London, which is the setting formost of the novel; on the other,
a strictly patriarchal community in Cornwall. The narrative form of the
novel — third person narration variously focalised by a member from
each community — ensures a dialogic structure and interrogation of
fixed assumptions. An immediate effect of setting the story in the matri-
archal Croydon community is to replicate that process of presenting a
radically different form of social organisation as viewed from a more or
less familiar position, and to do so in such a way as to interrogate both
sets of social values. In Chapter 6 we will discuss this feminist dystopia
more fullyff .

Another important issue for reading this novel is the uses it makes
of the process of telling and interpreting history. A description of a
late-twentieth century society from the ideological perspective of a very
different society convinced that it represents an optimal newworld order
forces readers to consider the possibilities that either they themselves
inhabit a dystopia or their world has the potential to become dystopian.
The attempts to account for the present in terms of the past in Come
Lucky April constitute a struggle between rival narrations, both of which
may be partial. ‘What really happened’ in history is thus shown to
be susceptible to ideological shaping; both the Croydon and Cornwall
communities perpetrate, and are victims of, such shaping. Historical
narration is driven by a demand that sequences of real events be assessed
as to their significance as elements of a moral drama (see White, 1987),
and this demand can be aligned with the construction of imagined
different outcomes as utopian or dystopian.
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The attitudes and outcomes discernible in Come Lucky April have
their foundation and meaning in some ideological presuppositions
which existed generally in the social thought of twentieth-century
Western cultures. These presuppositions tend to stand out promin-
ently in this example because of its futuristic setting and structurff e
as a dialogue between utopian and dystopian concepts. While such
ideologies are aspects of social forms and apparatuses, and are only
secondarily involved with questions of morality, they are neverthe-
less commonly thought about as moral issues. In pointing to them
here we are not suggesting a value judgement about them — indi-
viduals will (or will not) subscribe to variously different versions of
them — but rather wish to suggest that the possibility of imagining
a better society will be preconditioned by a text’s unaddressed ideolo-
gical presuppositions. In other words, Ure’s dystopian satire is condi-
tioned by an assumption that a better world will need to be based
on the best versions of present day ideologies, and this is perhaps
why the book seems to offer few specific answers to the questions it
raises.

The ‘stranger in a strange land’ strategy employed by Ure and Mark
is given a powerful political nuance in Peter Dickinson’ff s Shadow of a
Herorr , perhaps the most significant response in children’s literature to
the collapse of Communist Europe at the end of the Cold War. In
dealing with the extreme political and social disorder that occurred
in the Balkans following the end of communist hegemony, the novel
acutely raises the question whether the new world order ushered in at
the end of the 1980s is not indeed a new dark age.
Shadow of a Hero is the story of 13-year-old Letta, who was born in

England and has grown up there, and an imaginary Eastern European
country, Varina, the homeland of Letta’s family. Varina has no political
status, but consists of three provinces, one each in Rumania, Bulgaria,
and Serbia. With the collapse of the Eastern European communist
hegemony in 1989, the Varinians see an opportunity to become an
independent country once again. Through alternating chapters, the
author juxtaposes the stories of two wars of emancipation led by two
Varinian heroes with the same name — Restaur Vax. The first led a
nineteenth-century campaign against their Turkish conquerors, and the
other, Letta’s grandfather, the last prime minister of an independent
Varina, is the figure-head for his country’s aspiration to regain inde-
pendent statehood. Involved in a terrorist plot by her older brother,
Letta must make important decisions which will affect the future off f
Varina.
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Letta inhabits two cultures, without belonging entirely to either, but
remains determined to preserve her Varinian cultural heritage. Varina,
however, is a special form of dystopia, both as a place and an idea: Letta
cannot effectively return to Varina because there is in effect nowhere to
return to as Varinians can only exist in a state of permanent exile, even in
their homeland. The dystopian condition of statelessness, implying an
endemic lack of subjective agency, is precisely summed up in a conver-
sation between Letta and her grandfather about identity and political
engagement:

[Letta:] ‘Momma’s much Englisher than I’ll ever be. You can’t tell me
what I’m going to be, not even you, Grandad. I’m going to choose
for myself. Poppa isn’t English, really.’

‘No, but nor is he Varinian any longer. He is an exile, a citizen of
Exilia. There is no country he can ever call home.’

(Dickinson, 1994, p. 34)

Dickinson’s strategy in this novel is to construct a form of ‘faction’,
primarily a strategy in realist or historical utopian/dystopian fictions —
both of which genres are invoked here. The modern story is a plaus-
ible account of what is most feared by composite states (and which
Mark was to pick up subsequently in Usefuff l IdII iotstt ; see also the discus-
sion of Turtltt es Can Fly in Chapter 3), the aspiration of national minor-
ities to independent statehood. Dickinson constructs a language (both
formal and demotic), a literature, and a complex cultural tradition
to validate this aspiration. The nineteenth-century story is authentic-
ated by numerous footnotes, again of a factive kind, which discuss
places, history, artefacts, and international contacts. These footnotes
are often humorously self-deconstructing, as when in the chapter ‘The
English Milord’ (pp. 49–51) the note comments: ‘In one version of
this legend the Milord is identified as Milord Byroñ. Byron, though
sympathetic to the Varinian cause (cf. letter to Hobhouse 19 February
1822), did not in fact at any time visit Varina.’ Despite (or because
of) its scholarly seriousness, the note is in effect a delightful spoof,
(mis-)appropriating Byron’s support for Greek independence from
Turkey and his friendship with Hobhouse in support of a non-existent
cause.

The contrapuntal relationship between the alternating narratives is,
needless to say, a pointer to the thematic significance of the novel. A
revolution is in part inspired by a utopian dream to constitute a social
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and political fabric expressive of the essence of a people, renewing their
language, traditions and customs: ‘In Varina everything was new. This
was the beginning of a new world, before rules, before problems, before
disasters. It was alarming and exciting too, and somehow, Letta felt,
pure’ (p. 104). Subjugation, exile and diaspora are, reasonably, attributes
of dystopia. The legendary stories, however, are ideology driven arche-
types: as Letta’s grandfather tells her, ‘In the Legends all bishops are
Bishop Pango, all heroes are Restaur or Lash the Golden, all enemies are
Turks…The world is a simple place, in legends’ (p. 14). He has experi-
enced this effect personally, because Varinians associate his own name,
Restaur Vax, with heroism, and have expected him to live up to it. Ulti-
mately, Varina itself exists only as a name, but a name with powerful
associations for people who cling to it.
As the Legends are reproduced by Letta’s reading of them, she

expresses increasing dismay at how stories which celebrate great deeds
also disclose an underlying horror — a history of manipulation of people
and betrayal. When she expresses anger at a story about an 8-year-old
child celebrated because she died carrying a message — ‘They just used
her! It’s disgusting!’ (p. 196) — her grandfather comments, ‘one of the
functions off f legend is to make the disgusting tolerable’ (p. 196). The
legend introduces an incident in which Letta’s brother, Van, is badly
injured in a motor-cycle accident while carrying explosives to be used
in a terrorist action. Van, too, is being used, and embodies the vulner-
ability of the exile to be manipulated in the name of a cause, one more
useful idiot. By the end of the novel Letta comes to a point where
she sums up the history of Varina as a ‘marvelous, bitter, deceitfuff l
past’ (p. 251).

Border conditions as dystopias

Shadow of a Herorr and UseUU fuff l IdII iotstt foreground how the idea of a
border or border condition can signify in a variety off f ways: it can
describe a personality disorder (‘borderline’)‚ the effects of experien-
cing multiple subjectivities‚ a liminal space between meanings. Borders
are thus also a marker of hybrid or liminal subjectivities‚ such as
those that would be experienced by persons who negotiate among
multiple cultural‚ linguistic‚ or racial‚ systems throughout their lives (see
Brady, 2000). Borders also make space and time ambiguous, as meaning
slips metonymically between the literal and the figurative. In Shadow of
a HerHH orr , borders serve as the container for a territorial-temporal state that
cannot exist: straddling three countries, Varina is denied recognition
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as a nation-state by the existence of borders, although borders usually
serve to define the line between one state and another. It is why they
are policed.

The threat of endemic dystopia looms over the close of Shadow of a
HerHH orr , but tempered by the hope that memory, tradition, and human
agency can make a difference (p. 252). With the future off f Varina left
undecided, the close, through Letta’s stream of thought, sustains the
conjunction of fact and fiction through a meditation on the problem
of memory and tradition, juxtaposing a television report about the
mayhem in the Balkans following the collapse of communism with a list
of key components of threatened Varinian culture. The mayhem itself —
‘smashed towns, refugees, lives that had lost their meaning’ — isff a
product of remembering ‘things that had been said and done long, long
ago’. Weighed against this is the positive side of difference: ‘Somehow
it still had to be worth it. You can’t have everybody the same. That
was what Ceausescu had wanted, wasn’t it? So somehow it had to be
worth it’ (p. 252). Dickinson here simultaneously invokes one of the
key elements of a dystopia and the form of resistance to dystopia which
permeates children’s texts: ‘dystopias acknowledge the demise of indi-
vidual differences as a way of keeping order in power and power in
order. Dystopias are stories that contrast the failure of the main char-
acter with the unstoppable advance of society towards totalitarianism’
(Mihailescu, 1991, p. 215).

What Shadow of a Herorr is reaching for, through the principal char-
acter’s perceptions, is a sense of a relationship between subjective agency
and semiotic system which recognises the connectedness of signs and
the richness of their semantic dimension, in contrast to the dysto-
pian aptitude for signs to become empty or arbitrary. The deployment
in Come Lucky April of the term civilised to denote males who had been
castrated, subjugated, and assigned menial social roles is one of the
sharpest examples of dystopian linguistic etiolation in the bundle of
texts we are considering here. Ten years after Shadow of a Herorr , Jan Mark
posed the same question about the consequences of new world orders.
The power of Shadow of a Herorr lies in its representation of the para-
doxes of political exile. What is the exile’s relation to the homeland?
How many generations does exile span? Is the idea of a nation worth
killing or dying for? What kind of truth lies within fiction? This novel is
one of the less optimistic dystopian fictions, because it focuses more on
how events, institutions and desires are endowed with ideological force,
rather than focusing on personal development within a bildungn sromagg n
structure.
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Authoritarianism and the pessimism of YA dystopias

Contemporary Western social ideologies condition subjects to value
personal freedom, innovation, self-realisation, and self-expression, so
readers are quick to discern when a society is being depicted as authorit-
arian and repressive. The assumption that in a dystopian world human
beings must strive for a form of subjective agency pervades children’s
literature. While the characteristic genre is futuristicff fantasy, realist,
historical realist, and hybridic forms are also employed. Urban realism,
for example, has been used to depict dystopian worlds since 1974, when
Robert Cormier’s ThTT e Chocolate WarWW appeared.9 At that time Cormier’s
fiction shocked the children’s literature establishment because of its
apparently unrelenting pessimism. Now, almost 40 years later, it seems
easy to see what readers back then didn’t fully grasp — that is, that
almost coincident with the emergence of YA fiction, dystopian fiction
had become a mode within children’s literature, presenting for the first
time bleak analyses of human society without promise of the euphoric
ending which is usually expected in that literature.

The bleakness of YA realism is amajor impediment for authors aspiring
to engage with new world orders by envisaging more utopian outcomes,
so strategies need to be found to enable such a perspective. A simple
method, as in Joan Bauer’s Rules of thtt e Road, is to employ a first person
narration for a highly metonymic narrative. The narrator/protagonist,
JennaBoller, froma family brokenand stressedby the father’s alcoholism,
is suddenly promoted from her part-time job selling shoes to personal
driver for the owner/manager of the franchise. The common narrative of
personalgrowthishereimbricatedwithastoryaboutAmericancapitalism,
in which ‘price cutting and warehousing are the new world order of this
new retail world’ (p. 178), as opposed to quality and personal service. Like
Shadow of a Herorr and Usefuff l IdII iotstt , the novel warns against consent to a
future grounded in a highly relative concept off f culture andmorality, and
valorises amore traditional sense of value as a basis for self-realisation and
self-expression. Thus Jenna’s passionate intervention in the company’s
stockholder’s meeting which will shape its future (she loses the votff e
but effects a compromise which protects quality), and her final ulti-
matum to her estranged father (‘If you keep drinking I won’t see you’,
p. 199) offer a broadly utopian view of agency in the capitalist ideology
which seemed to be determining the global future off f the world in the
1990s.

In comparison, Norma Howe’s zany, even preposterous, realist
narrative, ThTT e Adventures of Blue Avenger (1999) explores transformative
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utopian possibilities by interpolating into a realist narrative elements of
absurdity, blurred boundaries between the fictive and experienced, and
surprising juxtapositions (e.g. the hero, the eponymous Blue Avenger,
at the same time finds the solution to his community’s problem with
hand-guns and the solution to how to bake a weepless lemon meringue
pie — the recipe is included in the book). In its zany way, this novel
again resists the loss of self and dystopian aptitude for signs to become
empty or arbitrary that we have noted as major themes of children’s
texts:

The year preceding David’s metamorphosis to Blue Avenger had been
a time of confusion and pessimismff for him…nothing seemed to
make any sense anymore. It was as though the world around him and
the people inhabiting it were growing more insane every day, and he
was doomed to stand and watch, unable to stem the tide. Occasion-
ally, he would go to the movies with Mike or his other friends and
observe in puzzled silence as the people around him screamed and
hollered and jumped out of their seats every time someone on the
screen was blasted to bits or slashed into mincemeat or impaled with
a sharp stick. And real life was almost as bad.

(p. 106)

The scene David/Blue focalises instantiates a process of habituation
which empties signs of their meanings, and leaks out of iterated repres-
entations into actual life. So instead of continuing to draw an escapist
comic book super hero named Blue Avenger, David changes his name to
‘Blue Avenger’ and sets out to reconnect signs and things. The Adventures
of Blue Avenger is thus particularly interesting for its thematic concern
with semiotic systems and notions of connectedness and for its fore-
grounding of questions of agency.

The possibility of agency is the topic of a continuing debate carried
on between the two main characters of Blue Avenger, Blue and Omaha:r

[Blue:] ‘All right then, here it is, the question of questions: Are we
trutt ly thtt e masters of our fate or mereff ly actors on a stage, playing our partstt
in a predetermined cosmic drama over which we have no control? ……’

[Omaha:] ‘Of course we have choices in this life! Wemake them every
day! But — and here’s the real question — do we have any choice in
choosing the choice we choose?’

(p. 89)
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While the various incidents in which Blue plays a role, and the
marvellous chains of causality underpinning them, have positive
outcomes and are replete with meaning, the book resolutely resists
constructing a teleology. It glances at a large range of things that consti-
tute a civil society, mixing the international and the domestic and the
serious and humorous (from ‘a comprehensive and affordable health-
care plan for all Americans’ [p. 142] to ‘lemon meringue bliss to young
and old of every race and creed’ [p. 152]). Its lack of an overarching
narrative and its arbitrary, indeterminate ending (will Blue go to sleep
or turn the page of the book he is reading in bed, and thus change
Omaha’s life?) declare transformative utopianism to be an always unfin-
ished business. People may, or may not, ‘have any choice in choosing
the choice we choose,’ but the concept of agency favoured in the novel
is not the hard-line Foucauldian determinism articulated by Omaha but
the more voluntarist understanding enabled by the creative solutions
which Blue’s costumed identity enables him to instantiate (for a clear
outline of creative agency see McNay, 1999, pp. 187–190).

Agency thus resides in the making of choices and taking responsib-
ility for them, in accepting the moral imperatives which in a properly
functioning civil society should determine ‘the choice we choose,’ anff d
hence in processes of making signs meaningful. Although actions may
presuppose routine and pre-reflexive forms of behaviour, ‘the existence
of values also presupposes a creative process by which values are fash-
ioned and transmitted’ (McNay, p. 189). Hence in its quite wild leaps
between the private and the public Blue Avengn egg r offers a perspective on
choice and agency consistent with that offered by, for example, inter-
national relations expert Steve Smith:

the future of world order depends on the choices our leaders make
and the values we think they should promote. World orders always
reflect dominant values, are always partial and may well hinder the
search for global justice and peace. They are not given, they are not
natural — they reflect our conscious or unconscious choices. That
is how domestic and international debates interact, and is why an
informed, questioning and diverse civil society is essential to the
debate now more than ever.

(http://www.ssrc.org/sept11/essays/smith.htm)

Through the dissonances and absurdities that defamiliarise the everyday
world, ThTT e Adventures of Blue Avenger succeeds in reframing utopian
possibility as an individual, achievable project. Such an outcome is
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more likely to be found in books for younger readers, especially in
picture books dealing with environmental issues— for example, Michael
Foreman’s One World (1990) or Jeannie Baker’s Belongingn (2004; see
Chapter 5, and Stephens, 2006b). Published at the very beginning of the
period covered in this study, One World can be taken as exemplary of
how transformative utopianism operates in such books.

A book which strives to transform reader attitudes towards the natural
environment will tend to do so by contrasting global with local effects,
on a ‘think global, act local’ principle, and by identifying ways in whichff
negative social and cultural assumptions are naturalised. It will seek
to define some notion of ‘best practice’ in terms of social formations
and ecological sustainability, and will offer a form of agency as local
action through which a transformation might be attained. These are the
purposes of One World. The message offered to the book’s young audi-
ence is very overt: two children at the beach find a rock pool containing
pebbles, fish, and sea plants, but also some pollutants. In their play, they
take things from the pool and create a micro-world in a bucket: ‘The two
children had made their own world. It was a new world with its own
forests, its own life.’ The ‘world’ in the bucket is a metonym of the global
impact of human activity on the environment, where exploitation of
natural resources leaves behind depleted and despoiled landscapes: ‘but
the more they added to their world, the more they took from the real
world. The only things now floating in the pool were the feathers and
the blob of oil’. The children then understand that their actions repro-
duce the destruction of ecology on a larger scale, and so they return the
natural objects to the environment and remove the pollutants. They
resolve that next day they will do this for other pools, and will ask other
children to help.

The book represents a tension between utopian and dystopian tend-
encies. It is utopian in its vision of an expansion of the small action of
these children to embrace the whole world. It is dystopian in its depic-
tion of a human tendency to consume the world’s natural resources and
leave behind a polluted wasteland. While the book is simple, it connects
with more complex social theory. Thus, the prospect of an increasingly
dystopian future is a measure of the deficiency of contemporary soci-
eties, especially their temporal short-sightedness. In making its appeal to
children, and — as such books generally do — placing the responsibility
for the future into the hands off f today’s children, it implicitly exhorts
them to overcome the selfishness in time and space which characterises
the current adult generation. Because modern societies shun respons-
ibility for the consequences of their actions, they reject the fact that
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they inhabit a temporal frame. By refusing responsibilityff for what lies
beyond the self in time and space, they deny that selfhood must exist
through relations with others and the world.

By reframing the utopian possibility as an individual, achievable
project, and hence attributing a transformative power to human
endeavour of a very local kind, One World restores meaning to human
finitude. Thus the actions of an individual, or of a limited number
of individuals (such as introducing pollutants to waterways) can have
collective consequences of a universal and possibly irreversible nature —
here extrapolated to the destruction of forests, pollution of cities, and
disappearance of animal species. The reverse of this is for individuals
to accept an ethical responsibility to protect the world’s ecology. To be
able to act — to have agencya — also means being able to answer for our
actions, to be responsible. In moving between palpable examples of local
and global phenomena, the picture book also metaphorically moves
between material examples and the more abstract contrast between
concepts of utopia and dystopia.

Texts produced for young audiences are often self-conscious about the
debt they owe to the utopian/dystopian literary tradition. For example,
Monica Hughes’s ThTT e Othtt er Place (1999) directly alludes to Orwell’s 1984
(‘some ancient book — banned of course, but a book that was almost
like a bible to the dissidents’ [p. 151]), and an airship, the Jenny Haniver,r
which at various times is used by all of the principal characters in
Philip Reeve’s tetralogy, is named for a type of animal forgery and quite
mischievously said to be powered by ‘Jeunet Carot‘ pods’, an undoubted
reference to film makers Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, co-directors
of the 1990s cult urban dystopian films Delicatessen (1991) and The Citytt
of Lost Children (1995). On the other hand, as we remarked at the begin-
ning of this chapter, the varied genres and strategies through which the
linking of new world orders and transformative utopianism is effected
are very much the familiar genres and strategies of children’s literature.

The understanding by the children in One World that the ‘new world’
they had made was a parasitic diminution of the actual world clearly
situates their story within the literature of warning and exhortation.
As a story about the growth of awareness, the book encapsulates how
a quasi-utopian closure emerges from plotting story events as a story
about subjectivity. When environmental issues are thematised, as in
One World, texts emphasise ethical responsibility as both necessary and
possible: characters can have agency.

Being responsible for one’s actions is also a theme of books for older
readers, but now emerging new world orders are more apt to be filtered
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through the pessimism of YA realism. In Shadow of a Herorr , Usefuff l IdII iotstt ,
and ThTT e Hungryrr Cities Chronicles, the efficacy of action is tempered by
global political forces and conflicts, so that the capacities of individuals
to make a difference is more limited. None of these novels, however,
suggest that this is a reason for ennui — on the contrary, it demands
a greater action, as resistance and opposition to the tendencies of the
world. Difference, persistence, even eccentricity, are valorised as indi-
viduals are summoned to play whatever role they can to ensure that
whatever new world order is on the horizon will not be a new dark age.


